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Tourism is much more than an economic sector; it is also a social, cultural, political and environmental force that drives societal change. Understanding, responding to and managing this change will inevitably require knowledge workers who are able to address a range of problems associated with tourism, travel, hospitality and the increasingly complex operating environment within which they exist.

The purpose of this Handbook is to provide an insightful and authoritative account of the various issues that are shaping the higher educational world of tourism, hospitality and events education and to highlight the creative, inventive and innovative ways that educators are responding to these issues. It takes as its central focus a dynamic curriculum space shaped by internal and external factors from global to local scales, a variety of values and perspectives contributed by a range of stakeholders, and shifting philosophies about education policy, pedagogy and teaching practice. A benchmark for future curriculum design and development, it critically reviews the development of conceptual and theoretical approaches to tourism and hospitality education. The Handbook is composed of contributions from specialists in the field and is interdisciplinary in coverage and international in scope through its authorship and content.

Providing a systematic guide to the current state of knowledge on tourism and hospitality education and its future direction, this is essential reading for students, researchers and academics in Tourism, Hospitality, Events, Recreation and Leisure Studies.
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A design anthropology perspective

Kurt Seemann
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Introduction

Tourism, hospitality, sport, leisure and events in the twenty-first century are increasingly reliant upon, and transformed by, sophisticated systems of technologies and designed environments throughout their operations. The choice and design of tourism symbols, facilities, devices and spaces (both virtual and physical) offer a key area for graduates of tourism qualifications to both build knowledge about, as well as develop new skills to navigate through, the array of material, digital and spatial assets in their business. The dependencies on technically complex, yet increasingly intuitive and mobile information systems have become so embedded across the sector that understanding how to strategically manage and effectively exploit such systems has become a necessary leadership capability.

What is only recently becoming clear is that the understanding and choice factors involved in managing the natural and designed environments that define tourism experiences and locations is both a socio-technical as well as a socio-ecological form of knowledge (Seemann, 2009). In addition, how staff, client groups and observers engage in their ‘technocology’ of built devices and sensory environments has a direct transformative effect on perception and so how they form judgements. From a tourism and hospitality education position, the teaching and learning of, and immersed engagement with, our designed world of objects, spaces and symbols, and the way these things interact to form the technocology of the traveller’s and stayer’s environment demands a much more sophisticated educational response than anything previously considered. To not develop this pedagogical depth in how we teach and learn about the designed environments that define tourism and hospitality experiences, and internal operations, would leave that aspect of the field’s education exposed to graduating mis-educated managers whose judgements in these matters may be suboptimal.

The consequence of poor judgement in tourism design matters may be too substantial to alter where an insight could prevent collateral misadventure. Designed environments and work systems can significantly mitigate risk in a business including but not limited to risks associated with facility repair and maintenance, branding uptake, flow of work and people, personal workplace health and safety, new venture investment risk, ecological impact risk and, as a consequence, cash, data, energy and financial risk. Good design is informed by how design alters human
perceptions and behaviour. Possessing strategic design knowledge offers tourism managers capabilities that are of global significance to their sector. It is also an area of leadership that ought not be naively surrendered to contract designers, as the manager needs to form informed judgement in context to their local business requirements. Similarly, management ought not to trivialize the strategic significance of design and innovation.

Our designed systems have historically been viewed as largely benign technical devices, systems and structures employed to facilitate the processing of tasks, sharing of information or locating of organizational functions, that is as tools we wield at our command in a largely one-way flow of influence: from us, via the ‘made thing’, to the task. The focus has been on the ‘device or gadget’ as an object or ‘tool’ that is independent from social behaviour, ecology or the market and so operational context of an organization. We have been largely ignoring the mutual return path of influence altering our perceptions and judgements. This chapter outlines new understanding about how people, technology and their eco-environment interact as dependent systems. The transformative nature that technologies and designs play in altering the experiences of clients, staff and observers is examined. This is of critical importance in educational terms, as tourism managers and leaders face the task of forming situational judgements based on their degree of coherent insight of the technology of their sector and the way it engages with people at all levels of their immediate organization.

Understanding, using and teaching the link between people, technology choice, and design in tourism education can also offer a rich and effective strategy for fostering whole graduate development. This chapter will appeal to tourism educators interested in exploring what a more advanced perspective of tourism facility, service, ‘gear’ and user-experience (UX) design can offer the rounded development of their graduates with the goal of better assuring capacities for reasoned and contextualized business decisions.

Given much of tourism is naturally focused on the traveller, understanding human cultural diversity to accommodate in strategic design continues to be a rising concern. Where an educational interest lies in how to effectively embrace culture and design in tourism education, the broad fields of anthropology, ethno-technology and socio-technical systems offer the most authentic disciplines of choice. We will draw specific attention to the sub-discipline of design anthropology in this chapter due to its currency in profile transnational companies. From a hands-on perspective, design anthropologists have been instrumental in many contemporary product, service and system designs that exist around us today. From an educational development perspective the ideas behind design anthropology provide solid foundations for guiding human development that is informed by the way people respond to, and embed their values within, their built, social and transformed tourism environments. The mutual value-add of combining the goals and frames of tourism education with those of relevant branches of design anthropology, offers fresh and exciting learning opportunities for tourism teachers and students alike.

Two ideas (represented by two sections in this chapter) have been selected from the broad fields of design and anthropology to help demonstrate how culture presents a critical educational experience in the strategic act of what I will refer to as designing and working technologically. In the first section I explore how understanding culture, as examined through an ethnographic lens, can scaffold the act of designing services, experiences, spaces and products in tourism. In the second section, I explore the formidable role that our engagement with the made world plays in human development itself. In this second part the chapter combines anthropological and related philosophy of technology propositions to present insights into how, as a species, we define what it means to be human through the making of the world around us and, in so doing, literally also producing ourselves as a product of our own making. From a tourism education perspective, this ‘making-of-ourselves’ is an extraordinary proposition that sits at the
heart of how strategies in the tourism sector can thoughtfully develop and manage the design of their technical and spatial environments and systems, and the core curriculum role it can play in transforming the staff and people who engage in, and deploy, tourism services. It is arguably one of the most sophisticated ideas underpinning the potency of strategic technology and design in tourism education and as such ought to be nurtured carefully and deliberately by the subject’s custodians: tourism business and government agencies, and education providers and teachers.

1 Using ethnography to inform the strategic choice and design of tourism technologies, services and spaces

Design anthropology offers ideas for how to enhance and creatively inform the teaching of design and technology where the goal is to design for and with people, and the social networks with which they feel they have a peer affinity. Ethnography positions the individual as a member, as well as a product, of a socio-cultural context. For the tourism management student and teacher alike, the social dimension of design raises rich educational as well as technical choice information that can guide both the learning experience for the student, as well as the material output objective of the tourism design and technology task in which they are engaged. It is asserted that tourism management students ought most definitely to have an immersive engagement experience in the transformative process of a strategic tourism design and development project. Such undergraduate experience offers authentic insight about the effect of the designed and technical world experienced by clients and staff, as well as validating a process of producing innovative tourism artifacts, spaces, systems or symbols – even if only to mock-up/prototype, or proof of concept levels during their undergraduate studies.

While exceptions remain, the conventional representation of teaching design and technology projects in many educational settings has favoured a focus on the technicality of designing and making an artifact, like a website or even a model structure. In some schools this technical focus can be portrayed in the form of a specific product to be made in accordance with a set (given) brief. These briefs typically assume an individual-archetype as the end-user of that product. One result of this convention is that the human factor can be very easily discounted, reducing the end-user to a benign, stereotypical and essentially passive client persona. One effect of taking a stereotypical view of clients and end-user contexts is that it can cause the designer (the tourism student) to focus most of their efforts on the 2D (sketching) or 3D (making) of their ‘given’ design brief. The product of their effort becomes the object rather than the living end-user, while the context within which the product is meant to succeed or be sustained can equally be discounted. If we now extend this line of thinking to the human end-user as a social member of a group, and the values and beliefs they are a part of, we then have a whole new range of ‘market’ impact to accommodate when designing and working technologically in the tourism sector. The historical fixation on the designed system, space or object (i.e. the artifact) as the end-point of evaluation in strategic management misses the whole reason why the artifact was created. The end-point of evaluation in strategic design, from a pedagogical and human valuing viewpoint, must be the transformation of the targeted end-user: the beneficiaries. The beneficiaries, of tourism design are typically the tourist, the staff, the suppliers and the partners. Put simply, strategic design education in tourism evaluates design success not in the form of the design itself, but in the form of the transformational change that design creates in the targeted beneficiaries. The strategic role of design is to transform the end-user: the artifact is the ‘cause’, and the end-user transformation is the evaluated ‘effect’.
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When designing for people who identify with larger human groups and communities, culture becomes the main game to factor and value for the designer. The person undertaking design, and the clients belonging to their groups, raise opportunities to embed not only new intellectual frames for guiding tourism practice in design, but also for revealing rich educational opportunities for the student who is given the task to reflect on the roles they play when designing and working technologically for, and with, other people.

The socio-cultural dependencies linking design in tourism with technology and ecology

If there is one pattern that many people may have noted over the last decade it is the rise of social technologies. Social technologies include Facebook, mobile communication devices, and products designed to target specific human group interactions and identity. The move to design for groups, rather than for individuals, demands a new range of conceptual frames for how we understand technology and the relationships groups form with their designed world. New group-based methods are required to check, challenge or redefine the given design briefs. The very processes of design can also require redress. These shifts in how design is approached when it is for small, moderate or large groups of people, such as workplace groups, communities of practice, or age segments in society, have given rise to new techniques. These new techniques in strategic design management and development include co-design/collaborative design and participatory design methods. They may also include design techniques for products targeting other human groups such as families, clans, tribal groups or even human settlement systems. The latter would be the case for international aid projects where cross-cultural technology transfer investments are designed and deployed (Button, 2000). Anthropological theories about how humans identify with tribal groups, for example, may be appropriate when designing phone apps or product ecosystems for growing and maintaining sporting club team membership numbers. All these techniques are founded on design-ethnography theory and methods, and target how groups form, maintain and evolve common values and beliefs that bond them to the cultural norms of the human groups to which they feel they belong. One obvious advantage for using such group-based design strategies is that groups generally sustain a bigger and longer lasting market. Individuals who perceive a belonging to a group, such as a club, or a sporting team membership group, have many social rewards and reminders to keep that social sense of belonging viable.

Products, services and systems that were co-designed and framed from the beginning of a process to work with groups of people offer strong opportunity for more socially sustainable commitment to new innovative designs as a direct result of using such participative design research techniques. The application of an anthropological or specific ethnographic frame to strategically guide design has been applied to contexts as diverse as housing standards in remote Aboriginal Australia (Fisher, 2002; Karanja et al., 2010; Seemann, 1986; Singh & Hiremath, 2010; Singh et al., 2009; Smillie, 1991; Tao & Wall, 2009), through to the way transnational companies design their websites to accommodate regional cultural preferences of targeted end-users. In his online article summarizing key business ideas Christian Arno (2012) noted,

The anthropologist Edward T. Hall theorised that 'high-context cultures' (such as many African and Asian ones) tend to use symbols more, and expect people to interpret meaning from fewer words. . . . 'Low-context' cultures, such as America and Europe, tend to use more text, and spell out their messages explicitly. While these aren't hard and fast rules, they are often reflected in website preferences. . . . Chinese, Japanese and Korean users
often expect to see a greater use of images, videos and sidebars, compared to more text-heavy Scandinavian or German designs.

To include culture as a key factor for enriching design, it is desirable to develop an awareness of how thinking, feeling and acting on the social-material world around us contributes to the systems of values and perceptions we hold true of the world 'we perceive'. If we pay attention to the world as it is perceived by clients rather than as we guess it to be as tourism managers, we then can appreciate that designing and working technologically is a scholarship that demands we learn techniques to help us understand what drives human groups, their values and their cultural belief structures. Armed with such knowledge, strategic design management can more effectively develop solutions that fit naturally with a client's world view as framed by their culture. The difference in how strategic design managers, and their clients and end-users perceive the world, can be minimal; 'they' are like me, or substantial, 'they' are nothing like me. Designing for other groups thus requires the designer to appreciate how the social and material context in which their clients are reared, or enabled to be productive at work, defines, at least in part, the expectations they hold of the world designed about them.

2 Design anthropology as humanizing tourism education: a way to build graduate empathy for the needs of others

Tourism and anthropology share an interest in how people develop, socialize and seek experiences that help them express their identity or demonstrate their efficacy. These common interests in human experience already position the two areas of knowledge as offering a good fit for examining the mutual value of linking anthropological ideas with aspects of tourism education. When we refine this association to the common ground between design anthropology, and the design of tourism spaces, devices and environments, the mutual advantage compels the prospect of new tourism innovations. Design anthropology is forward looking, and seeks to significantly enhance the knowledge, skills and processes involved in designing and working technologically. The design of tourism experiences also seeks to foster and create such qualities in its clients as well as manager graduates.

In this second part of the chapter, I outline how novel approaches for including strategic tourism design and technology education can contribute to humanizing tourism education, and how this humanization effect is also of interest to the field of design anthropology. The common area of interest pertains to how humans socially and culturally 'make themselves' when they engage in deliberate, and contextually validating, social-material praxis – the context in which much of tourism experience and business processes operate. Through the social and technical processes of investigating, and practically integrating knowledge and environmental resources into artifacts that condition a traveller's experiences (an artifact in this context refers to the production of anything made by humans that transformed natural, digital or processed resources towards a tourism experience or tourism business operation), not only are resources transformed into the 'object', but also the traveller is transformed as the 'subject', being the agent of the transformation process. Human transformation is more overtly fostered when designing and working technologically requires the manager to learn, contextually validate that learning, and critically reflect on the new knowledge, skills and social insight acquired through the act of producing the said artifact. The manager comes out 'changed', alongside the change that has occurred to the consumed resources used to produce the product. The manager engaged in tourism design activity has changed in that they have emerged from a deliberate and reflective material activity with new knowledge, new social awareness and new motor practice as a result
of seeking to validate their designs for a set context of application. Even if the application was familiar, the change is at least one of affirmation of prior knowledge, skills and social insight being tested.

If the educational experience of tourism managers engaged in designing and working technologically was based on deliberate co-transformation strategies of learning, and if the learner builds new knowledge, social and practical skills, then both a designed 'object or product' of tourism and a transformed learner are produced. The transformed products of a humanized education in tourism design and technology development may therefore be empirically observed as both the object produced and the subject that produced it. The transformed object or product for a tourism context gives evidence of the transformed subject (the learner) but, equally, the transformed subject must give evidence of the transformed object (they must defend the design choice). When these co-transformations are both given as evidence for meeting the researched requirements of the object to succeed in the applied social and material tourism context in which it was intended to operate, we can assert a basis for validating the humanization effect of the designs and spaces that define that aspect of a tourism business. I will refer to this co-transformation thesis, and the need to validate the object against the applied context for best fit, as the unique epistemic foundations of strategic design and technology as a discipline.

Ideas and methods in design anthropology have facilitated both the processes and products of design. These methods provide educators with a unique and powerful insight to how designing and working technologically helps us understand what it means to be human. The transformative effect on the learner, if guided well, is a formidable educational outcome that design and technology offer the curriculum in ways no other subject can – without, of course, looking like they are conducting design and technology lessons. The humanizing value of being able to bring together in one learning objective the co-transformation of our physical, intellectual and social capabilities into the one contextually validating process of designing and working technologically is a very powerful quality to foster in the classroom. While all other areas of the curriculum certainly can synthesize the students' affective, cognitive and motor development, none offers the necessary range and depth of such content as the body of knowledge that design and technology demand of its students. This centrality of the humanizing value of praxis when it is derived from socially informed transformations of our natural and made world around was also of great interest to scholars such as Marx Wartofsky.

The 'other' in which human beings come to recognize themselves as human, is no longer simply the 'thou' of religious consciousness, but the natural world itself insofar as it becomes a world-for-us – a world either designed or made to meet the needs of human existence. It is this transformation of the world into a resource for human existence that makes of it a mirror of our needs, and thereby, the representation, in this form, of our species-nature or our essence. It is thus in this humanization of nature that human beings come to be human – the humanized world becomes the 'other' whereby humanity achieves itself.

(Wartofsky, 1979: 361)

Humanization so far has been presented through the thesis of co-transformation, where contextual validation of 'best fit' is a necessary and so required condition to claiming that change in knowledge and resources have occurred. However, socially and culturally, people are also adapters and adopters of worlds designed by others. We usually move passively through, and accommodate, most of the ordinary spaces, tools and things designed and made by unknown others around us. Over time, we get so socially used to the technologies in our lives, and within our bodies, if not also as extensions to our bodies, that they become quite invisible to our ordinary
consciousness. This is the second, and much more socializing, transformative effect of the designed world around us. This "disappearance" and 'semi-transparent' nature of how humans socially relate to the worlds created for them and by them aligns with Don Ihde's (1979: 19) thesis for the developmental telos of tools and instruments. So normalizing is this relationship with the world we have made, that much of it blends invisibly to our consciousness, and yet forms the basis of a deal of our socially aligned or 'group think' expectations for how to navigate the worlds we have grown up with and passively accommodated (De Tezanos-Pinto et al., 2010; Fernandez, 2007; Hamre, 2003; Millar, 1985; Ochana et al., 2012; Reeve, 2006).

What I will call the domestication of the world we have made means we have come to share with others common beliefs, behaviours and perceptions around the digital and material worlds that we live in. This cultural a priori of consciousness with our made world in tourism sectors is starkly contrasted, however, when our designs and technologies are transferred into the worlds of other cultures: when technologies are transferred across the boundaries into new cultural and material contexts. We cannot assume the end-user will be like us: the designers and makers of the object. We need to validate our design knowledge contextually in the social and material setting of that end-user in order to build our body of knowledge. We tend to notice mostly the new, the novel and the failed when it comes to technologies in our lives. Subliminally, if not overtly, our concepts of what we value, what we expect in ordinary life, and how we view such ideas as safety and comfort have been conditioned since birth in a culturally normalized manner with the made world about us. Many of the ideas and social patterns humans hold as normal have already been conditioned, or primed, by both the designed and the natural worlds within which people live.

We initially design and make our technological worlds precisely because we seek to influence, or be influenced by, the world we make; if this was not so, the entire premise of designing and making anything, including service design, is moot. We design corridors in buildings and cities to influence how people move through our structures and how they interact. We design fashions to express a desired view of what is powerful, friendly, attractive or protective. In agreement with Feenberg (2010), we can design to influence our world, only because we are a part of it. Our membership in the world we transform brings into play our need to critically anticipate how we, as designers, are going to be affected by our creations, and as ordinary people who share in common with our identity groups, the creations of others placed in our world. The act of designing and working technologically asserts an ethic of reciprocity, the denial of which is at best an illusion, and at worse a global consequence.

Every one of our acts returns to us in some form as feedback from the other. But this means that in acting we become the object of action... In more formal philosophical language the paradox of action says that human beings can only act on a system to which they themselves belong. Because we belong to the system any change we make in it affects us too. This is the practical significance of our existence as embodied and social beings. Through our body and our social belonging we participate in a world of causal powers and meanings we do not fully control. We are exposed through our body to the laws of nature. And we are born into a cultural world we largely take as given. In short, we are finite beings. Our finitude shows up in the Newtonian reciprocity of action and reaction. (Feenberg, 2010: 31)

People are influenced in their thoughts and social actions by the behaviours that designs evoke among their social peers. As social creatures we are influenced by what smartphone our peers choose. We expect others to abide by the behaviour-regulating rules of machines we install in our 'technocology' like traffic lights (technotechnology is a relatively new term used to
describe the linked-up interdependencies of other technologies that new technologies require in order for them to operate as designed. Examples include functioning electricity grids to power a wide network of mobile phone towers that in turn need to be in place so that mobile phones can operate as they were intended and so on). My point being, in time we learn to accommodate and automate how we ought to change our behaviours around new technologies so that, socially, we may live in sync with them. I call this stage of social accommodation as living with technologies that we have domesticated. In an affront to domesticated technologies in our lives, we are also exposed to new devices and systems for which we socially have yet to accommodate (I refer here to the social–psychology interpretation of accommodation, where people adjust, alter, even compensate their behaviours and reasoning as a cost–benefit decision in response to a social intrusion or novel encounter. The more people accommodate the more they have developed behavioural patterns that normalize and accept the intrusion). If a design innovation enters the social space of a human group its uptake (its trend to being socially accommodated and domesticated) is more likely if the designer had mastered the necessary ethnographic ‘tools’ in the development of their designs. While this proposition may seem obvious, the serious and accurate use of techniques and theory to guide the process of gathering, filtering and translating necessary ethnographic information into effective design processes and products remains a weak area in most design and technology education programmes.

Whether conscious of it or not, we are usually compliant to the made world around us; we normally choose to accommodate it. We learn to live in the context of our surrounding technology and after a while of this find our technology to be rather invisible and normal to us; that is until we move across into a new technology context with many unfamiliar systems and expected behaviours. It is no surprise then how well-established high-density urban human groups (city dwellers), view time, fashion and communication often quite differently to long-established rural or remote groups (country dwellers). How cultures are different across contrasting social–material contexts is a branch of design anthropology that is rich with opportunity to grow knowledge and techniques for improving, at least the initial value of, new designs for such situations. For our increasingly connected and complex global societies, researching and designing with, and for, cultural and social groups, and forming good group personas, are design anthropology techniques that have become intensively interesting for designers (Bichard & Gheerawo, 2011).

These principles also help us better design ideas if our clients’ products are to succeed in cross-cultural technology transfer processes such as from urban east coast Australia to remote desert and predominately Aboriginal communities in central Australia (Seemann, 2010, 2009). Similarly, workplace cultures and the technical systems with which they are meant to be productive, demand a critical method to ensure those technical choices are indeed designed to achieve the cultural productivity a workplace seeks. The transformative effect that designing and working technologically plays in ‘self and ‘artifact making’, is the basis to the view that design anthropology is concerned with ‘how the processes and artifacts of design help define what it means to be human’ (Tunstall, 2011). The worlds that different human groups make give clues to who they are, what they value and how they socially organize and innovate given the priming role played already in their own social–material histories.

**Sustainability and culture as truth conditions for an education in and through design and technology**

In the same way that anthropologists seek to learn how the wider resource context within which humans lived altered their social and material ways of life, design anthropology takes a deliberate
interest in how the world we design and make, and our socialized relationship with it, is defined by the natural resource conditions upon which they are eternally dependent. This absolute constraint, that both humans and our designs must obey the ecological limitations that make our artifacts and us possible, establishes the truth condition that design and technology education is necessarily a study in sustainability. To diminish or exclude the systemic inter-dependencies between people, their ‘making of worlds’, and the ecological foundations that resource them would give rise to a concern as to whether an education in design and technology has occurred. Understanding how different groups of people socially respond to, and exploit, their created and natural resource environments offers powerful frames for designing and making sustainable futures.

The assertion that sees humans, their innovations, and their natural and designed context as combined into necessary, rather than optional, interrelated systems is a key idea evident in design anthropology. The field is concerned often with how these three systems engage in mutual transactions where people, their made things or spaces and their resource conditionality co-transform towards a co-dependent relationship with each other. In this systemic frame, design anthropology presents a rich new branch for educators and designers alike. It offers a way to both review the past, as well as design probable futures that inform the basis for sustainable choices in design and technology.

Conclusions

Design anthropology has been defined in this chapter as concerned with the interplay of social and material culture, and the role that the designed world plays in transforming human perceptions of the self, as well as of others. The feedback effect on cultural evolution caused by the very act of people socially engaging in the production and reproduction of their surrounding world offers a key point of interest to both tourism educationists as well as design anthropologists. In the tourism undergraduate degree that chooses to more coherently prepare graduates in tourism design and technology management, students don’t just make stuff, they make themselves and, along the way, they validate their newfound situational knowledge in material as well as social frames. No other area in the curriculum is so well placed to provide such a rich and wholly humanizing process of both the student and the object of knowledge than a coherent education in tourism design. Design anthropology is ideally placed as a scholarly and well-respected field to accompany a new and rewarding dimension to designing, learning and working technologically in tourism education.

Designing, that purposeful effort to transform the perceived world, produces much more than an object or system. At the very least, the act of designing produces our private subjective world. To the extent that we often design for others, or where others encounter the world we have transformed, as designers we are also in the thick of altering the subjective world of others. These propositions of transformation, however, are incomplete, for the world we transform in the act of designing necessitates we have something to alter – a natural or made ecology. Indeed, we exist because of that ecology, and through drivers of survival, if not social norms, we are influenced by it in how we presuppose our next act of design.

From an ethnographic viewpoint then, the act of designing in human societies is a socio-cultural act, which bonds people to others as a process of empathy development. It is a process that influences the learner’s sense of self as human, and necessitates a domestication and transformation of the natural world about them. In short, designing and working technologically in the operating context of tourism ventures offers a humanization process in tourism education that is heavily engaged in both creative as well as social production. This necessary social
underpinning to the act of designing and working technologically as a capability for tourism graduates raises many important ethical as well as social and epistemological questions that educationists and learner alike can explore. It is an experiential mode of social–material learning that invites designers to examine the way they make meaning and validate applied contextual knowledge from the social and material world around them. However, the cultural embeddedness of designing and working technologically for self and others also invites a new chapter in tourism education research: how are our socio-technical actions in the design and management of tourism technologies, spaces and structures reciprocally tied to the truth of our ecological dependencies?

Tourism education has both a need and an opportunity to include strategic design management in the professional knowledge of its sector. Much of the motivations to engage in travelling and staying at locations and events includes subliminal and overt experiences with the made world with which the traveller and staff engage. A curriculum in the study and strategic management of design in tourism may be framed to both build knowledge about how humans are transformed by designed experiences, and how design success may be evaluated based on the quality of how a design transforms the groups targeted.

We may organize a curriculum in strategic tourism design management around a few core themes. These include:

- **Strategic design management of tourism assets.** This may include facilities and safety, spaces, work-flow systems, sensations and products. Products may include the design of clothing, food, services and accessories.
- **Strategic design management of tourism communications.** This may include social organization design, security design and risk, way-signage, data and information design.

In addition, there is a requirement to equip managers with a few key ideas that will assist them with conceptualising how the made-world in tourism engages with people and ecology. Such ideas assist with forming situational judgements by drawing upon principles that guide the task of managing the designed world of tourism in novel and varying circumstances. Key ideas to include in the epistemic framing of strategic design management in tourism are:

- The mutual transformation of people, ecology and technologies/made worlds (all three as a combined whole system) underpinning all effective design. Pedagogically, tourism undergraduate and professional development education ought to provide at least simulated, if not in context, strategic design projects so that a richer engaged transformation in design may manifest with the learner.
- The role of design for the individual and for the group, where culture and values play key transforming variables that strategic design must define and accommodate as criteria for success.
- The contextually reliant nature of technologies to their designed context of end-use: what is designed for one operational context is unlikely to succeed in a different operational context, unless both contexts share sufficient conditional similarity.
- The end-usership of strategic tourism design extends beyond the traveller, to include staff, partners and suppliers involved in the sector’s value-chain.

In a world where we are interacting with other cultures more, both in the workplace and across political geographies, learning and sharing cross-cultural tourism design and technology knowledge can offer much-needed new ideas to help the sector address pressing new design challenges.
Notes

1 'Tourism', unless further qualified hereafter, will be used as the shorthand expression to cover all dimensions of the sector that affects travellers, stayers, engagers and observers of the sector. It is inclusive of Hospitality, Events Management, Sports and Leisure sectors of the industry.

2 Technocology in the context of the Tourism sector refers to the vast array of interconnected and contextual systems of devices and structures that partly or wholly depend on each other to operate, and as such provide a necessary 'made-ecology' context for new devices, facilities and systems in order for such things to work. Examples of technocologies include wifi networks systems, general power, water and waste flow systems, flow and design of corridors and transport systems, and the human and natural systems necessary to maintain and evolve such systems in response to stochastic and emergent demands.

3 Examples of transnational companies that have been drawing on the expertise of design anthropologists to help use culture as a way of improving their products and service designs include Xerox PAR.C(tm) (Suies & Van DeVenter, 2012: 289–310), Intel(tm) (Bell, 2013) and even Coca-Cola(tm) and Boeing(tm) (Kirah, 2013, 2012).

4 It is suggested that the co-transformation thesis of object and subject, and the process of epistemic validation having to occur in the context of the object’s intended application, presents a key framework for exploring post/trans-human development via advances in biotechnology, genetic engineering and bio-engineering. In this case, the object transformed is validated within the bio context of the transformed subject. Trans-humanization and related texts include Dickinson, 2012; Hughes, 2004; Al-Rodhan, 2011; Graham, 2002; Haag et al., 2013; McNamara, 2008; Petrina & Feng, 2006.

5 Marx Wartofsky’s reference to ‘other’ and ‘thou’ is referring to the world outside our mind, and includes both the natural and made worlds that we consume, transform and interact with socially, virtually and materially that exist around us in our general environment.
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This highly authoritative text provides a very timely, reflective and forward-looking critique of tourism and hospitality education and the forces impacting its development and delivery across the world. The breadth and depth of issues included in the text provide comprehensive coverage of the subject with the international and inter-disciplinary approach adopted making it a highly useful, even essential, text for all tourism and hospitality scholars worldwide.

- Professor Alan Fyall, Orange County Endowed Professor of Tourism Marketing, Rosen College of Hospitality Management, University of Central Florida, USA

The editors have assembled a well crafted, timely and authoritative collection offering rich coverage of educational provision in diverse settings. Based on philosophical principles and drawing upon a strong research base, they convey the dynamic and challenging environment which is confronting tourism and hospitality educators in the classroom and beyond.

- Professor Brian King, Associate Dean (Executive Education and Partnership) and Professor, School of Hotel and Tourism Management, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University

Comprehensive and provocative, this book is a “must read” for faculty and administrators in hospitality and tourism programs the world over. It effectively presents the history and evolution of our programs, curricular challenges and innovations, and threats and opportunities for the future. Without doubt, hospitality and tourism have taken their rightful place in the higher education landscape. But, as this Handbook so aptly argues, this is a landscape that is forever shifting. It is up to us to successfully navigate these changes and successfully chart a course for the future. Like many of the authors in this volume, I applaud the recognition that hospitality and tourism have the opportunity to shape the world for the better. It is up to us develop the curriculum that makes this abundantly clear; one that provides our students with the opportunity to develop the knowledge, skills and values that will help this be so. I have no doubt that this Handbook will prove to be an immensely useful resource in this essential endeavour.

- Julia Christensen Hughes, College of Business and Economics Dean, University of Guelph, Canada

Tourism is much more than an economic sector, it is also a social, cultural, political and environmental force that drives societal change. Understanding, responding to, and managing this change will inevitably require knowledgeable workers who are able to address a range of problems associated with tourism, travel, hospitality and the increasingly complex operating environment within which they exist.

The purpose of this Handbook is to provide an insightful and authoritative account of the various issues that are shaping the higher educational world of tourism, hospitality and events education and to highlight the creative, inventive and innovative ways that educators are responding to these issues. It takes as its central focus a dynamic curriculum space shaped by internal and external factors from global to local scales, a variety of values and perspectives contributed by a range of stakeholders, and shifting philosophies about education policy, pedagogy and teaching practice. A benchmark for future curriculum design and development, it critically reviews the development of conceptual and theoretical approaches to tourism and hospitality education. The Handbook is composed of contributions from specialists in the field and is interdisciplinary in coverage and international in scope through its authorship and content.

Providing a systematic guide to the current state of knowledge on tourism and hospitality education and its future direction, this is essential reading for students, researchers and academics in Tourism, Hospitality, Events, Recreation and Leisure Studies.
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